Mutations in SCN1A, the gene encoding the brain voltage-gated sodium channel ␣1 subunit (NaV1.1), are associated with at least two forms of epilepsy, generalized epilepsy with febrile seizures plus and severe myoclonic epilepsy of infancy (SMEI). We examined the functional properties of five SMEI mutations by using wholecell patch-clamp analysis of heterologously expressed recombinant human SCN1A. Two mutations (F902C and G1674R) rendered SCN1A channels nonfunctional, and a third allele (G1749E) exhibited minimal functional alterations. However, two mutations within or near the S4 segment of the fourth repeat domain (R1648C and F1661S) conferred significant impairments in fast inactivation, including persistent, noninactivating channel activity resembling the pattern of channel dysfunction observed for alleles associated with generalized epilepsy with febrile seizures plus. Our data provide evidence for a range of SCN1A functional abnormalities in SMEI, including gain-of-function defects that were not anticipated in this disorder. Our results further indicate that a complex relationship exists between phenotype and aberrant sodium channel function in these inherited epilepsies.
seizure ͉ generalized epilepsy with febrile seizures plus ͉ SCN1A ͉ electrophysiology M utations in genes encoding neuronal voltage-gated sodium channels have been linked to inherited forms of epilepsy. Genetic defects in two pore-forming ␣ subunits (encoded by SCN1A and SCN2A) and the accessory ␤ 1 subunit (encoded by SCN1B) have been discovered in four distinguishable clinical syndromes with overlapping features (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Generalized epilepsy with febrile seizures plus (GEFSϩ) is an autosomal dominant disorder characterized by childhood febrile seizures that persist beyond age 6 years, as well as afebrile generalized or partial seizures of various types. In 1998, Wallace et al. (1) described a single missense mutation in SCN1B, the gene encoding the voltage-gated sodium channel ␤ 1 subunit, in a large GEFSϩ pedigree. However, SCN1B mutations are rare causes of GEFSϩ (7, 8) . By contrast, mutations in SCN1A, the gene encoding the neuronal sodium channel ␣-subunit Na V 1.1, have been identified in several GEFSϩ families (2, (9) (10) (11) .
SCN1A mutations occur also in severe myoclonic epilepsy of infancy (SMEI), a rare convulsive disorder characterized by febrile seizures with onset during the first year of life, followed by intractable epilepsy, impaired psychomotor development, and ataxia (12, 13) . Seizures in this disorder typically do not respond to standard anticonvulsant pharmacotherapy. More than 80 heterozygous, predominantly de novo, SCN1A mutations have been reported in this disorder (3, (14) (15) (16) (17) . Because many of the SCN1A mutations discovered in SMEI probands are nonsense and frameshift alleles, loss of neuronal sodium channel function as the cause of this syndrome seems most plausible. This hypothesis is supported by the observation that certain missense mutations in this condition render SCN1A channels nonfunctional or severely impaired (18, 19) , but whether all missense SCN1A mutations associated with SMEI cause loss of function is not known.
We report the biophysical characterization of five SCN1A missense mutations associated with SMEI. Consistent with the loss-of-function hypothesis, two of these mutations produced nonfunctional sodium channels. However, two other alleles exhibit persistent, noninactivating channel behavior closely resembling gain-of-function SCN1A mutations associated with GEFSϩ (20) . Our data suggest that a general correlation between channel defects and associated clinical phenotypes does not exist. These observations also suggest that other genetic, developmental, or environmental factors may interact with the biophysical defect to dictate the final clinical expression of neuronal sodium channelopathies.
Materials and Methods
Mutagenesis and Heterologous Expression of Human SCN1A. Sitedirected mutagenesis of full-length (6,030 bp) human SCN1A cDNA was performed as described in ref. 20 . All mutant cDNAs were fully sequenced before their use in transfection experiments. WT and mutant SCN1A channels were heterologously coexpressed with human accessory ␤ 1 and ␤ 2 subunits in human tsA201 cells as described in ref. 20 . At least two different recombinant clones of each mutant cDNA were evaluated. Concentration of each plasmid DNA was determined spectrophotometrically (UV) and fluorometrically (PicoGreen, Molecular Probes).
Electrophysiology and Data Analysis. Whole-cell patch-clamp recording was used to characterize functional properties of WT and mutant sodium channels as described in refs. 18 and 20. Series resistance (2 Ϯ 0.1 M⍀) was compensated 87-95% to ensure that the command potential was reached within microseconds and with a voltage error Ͻ3 mV. Specific voltage-clamp protocols assessing channel activation, inactivation, and recovery from inactivation are depicted in each figure. Persistent current was evaluated by 200-ms depolarizations to Ϫ10 mV in the presence and absence of 10 M tetrodotoxin (TTX) (Sigma), a potent sodium-channel blocker. In experiments examining effects of internal acidification, pipette solutions were prepared with Mes buffer titrated to pH 6.2 instead of Hepes. The range of peak current amplitudes recorded at Ϫ10 mV in this study was 0.6-5.0 nA. Data analysis was performed by using CLAMPFIT 8.2 (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA), EXCEL 2002 (Microsoft), and ORIGINPRO 7.0 (OriginLab, Northampton, MA) software as described in ref. 18 . All data were fit by using a nonlinear least-squares minimization method. Results are presented as means Ϯ SEM, and statistical comparisons were made between data from mutant sodium channels and WT SCN1A by using the unpaired Student t test. Statistical significance was assumed for P Ͻ 0.05 and deemed not significant for P Ն 0.05. In some figures, the standard error bars are smaller than the data symbols.
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Abbreviations: GEFSϩ, generalized epilepsy with febrile seizures plus; pHi, intracellular pH; SMEI, severe myoclonic epilepsy of infancy; TTX, tetrodotoxin.
Results
We characterized the functional properties of five de novo SCN1A missense mutations associated with SMEI. The mutations were reported by Claes et al. (F1661S and G1749E) (16) or Ohmori et al. (F902C, R1648C, and G1674R; formerly reported as F891C, R1638C, and G1664R, respectively, based on alignments with a common splice variant lacking 33 nucleotides from exon 11) (15) . All alleles reside within domain IV (D4) except F902C, which alters a residue in domain II. Mutation R1648C affects the same D4͞S4 amino acid as an allele associated with GEFSϩ (R1648H) (2).
Biophysical Properties of SCN1A Mutants. All mutant SCN1A channels were studied under identical conditions by using heterologous expression of recombinant human SCN1A in cultured human cells (tsA201) and whole-cell patch-clamp recording. Experiments were performed with coexpression of human ␤ 1 and ␤ 2 accessory subunits. Transient transfection of tsA201 cells with two mutants (F902C and G1674R) did not result in measurable sodium current (n ϭ 10 for each mutant). By contrast, cells expressing the other three mutant channels exhibited ample sodium current to enable detailed biophysical analyses. Fig. 1 illustrates representative whole-cell currents evoked by a series of depolarizing test potentials in cells expressing either WT-SCN1A or one of three functional mutant channels (R1648C, F1661S, and G1749E). In general, the three mutant channels examined in this experiment exhibited rapid activation similar to WT-SCN1A, but in some cases presented with subtle perturbations of fast inactivation properties. Mutants R1648C and F1661S inactivated more slowly and less completely than WT-SCN1A, whereas G1749E appeared no different from WT channels. These differences are more clearly illustrated in Fig.  2a , where current traces recorded at the same test potential (Ϫ10 mV) are normalized to peak current and superimposed. We quantified time constants for fast inactivation by fitting each time course with a two-exponential function and plotting the data against the test potential (Fig. 2b) . Mutants R1648C and F1661S exhibited significant differences in time constants describing the faster component of inactivation at nearly all voltages, and G1749E was similar to WT-SCN1A. The slower component of fast inactivation was also significantly different for F1661S but only at a limited number of membrane potentials. Furthermore, there were significant increases in the proportion of inactivation proceeding with a slower time constant for R1648C and F1661S but not G1749E (Fig. 2c ). These data indicate that significant impairments in fast inactivation are conferred by R1648C and F1661S, whereas minimal alteration of inactivation kinetics occurs in G1749E channels.
Current-voltage relationships, voltage dependence of activation, voltage dependence of steady-state channel availability, and recovery from fast inactivation were also examined (Fig. 3) . The largest sodium current density was observed at approximately the same voltage (about Ϫ10 mV) for WT-SCN1A and the three functional mutants, but significantly lower current densities were observed for F1661S and G1749E. Activation was significantly shifted toward more depolarizing potentials and exhibited a less steep voltage dependence in cells expressing R1648C as compared with WT-SCN1A, whereas the other two functional mutants activated with the same voltage dependence as WT channels (Fig. 3b and Table 1 ). The voltage dependence of channel availability following a 100-ms depolarization was shifted in the hyperpolarized or depolarized direction for R1648C and F1661S, respectively ( Fig. 3c and Table 1 ), but G1749E channel availability was not different from WT-SCN1A. Although inactivation is slower in R1648C and F1661S, recovery from inactivation triggered by a 100-ms depolarization (Ϫ10 mV) proceeded more quickly (illustrated by smaller time constants) as compared with WT-SCN1A ( Fig. 3d and Table 1 ). These findings indicate significant alterations of fast inactivation for R1648C and F1661S but not G1749E.
R1648C and F1661S Channels Exhibit Noninactivating Sodium Current.
We previously reported that three SCN1A mutations associated with GEFSϩ, including R1648H, cause persistent, noninactivating whole-cell current, and we interpreted these findings as evidence of a gain-of-function sodium channel defect (20) . By Representative whole-cell currents recorded from tsA201 cells expressing WT (a) or mutant SCN1A channels R1648C (b), F1661S (c), and G1749E (d). Cells were stepped to various potentials between Ϫ80 and ϩ40 mV in 10-mV increments from a holding potential of Ϫ120 mV (see Fig. 3b for pulse protocol). All experiments were performed in the whole-cell patch-clamp configuration at room temperature 24 -72 h after transfection. contrast, many mutations associated with SMEI are nonsense or frameshift alleles, suggesting a likely loss-of-function disease mechanism. We examined the three functional missense SMEI mutations for evidence of persistent TTX-sensitive current. Both R1648C and F1661S, but not G1749E, exhibited significant levels of noninactivating current measured at the end of a 200-ms depolarization. When expressed as the percentage of peak current amplitude (Fig. 4) , the magnitudes of persistent current were WT, 0.3 Ϯ 0.1% (n ϭ 9); G1749E, 0.5 Ϯ 0.1% (n ϭ 4); R1648C, 3.6 Ϯ 0.3% (n ϭ 8, P Ͻ 0.05); and F1661S, 3.8 Ϯ 0.3% (n ϭ 5, P Ͻ 0.005). Thus, persistent, noninactivating sodium current may be observed with SCN1A mutations associated with either GEFSϩ or SMEI. This unexpected result implies that no simple correlation exists between the clinical phenotype and biophysical behavior associated with missense SCN1A mutations.
Alterations in Slow Inactivation. We also tested cells expressing either WT or mutant channels for differences in slow inactivation properties (Fig. 5) . In these experiments, the effects of fast inactivation were eliminated by a brief recovery pulse to Ϫ120 mV. Entry into the slow inactivated state proceeded with a similar biexponential time course for WT-SCN1A and all three functional mutants (Fig. 5a ). Time constants for onset of slow inactivation were not significantly different from WT-SCN1A except for G1749E ( 1 , P Ͻ 0.005) ( Table 2 ). Steady-state channel availability following 30-s depolarizations to various potentials was similar in WT and mutants, but the voltage dependence was less steep for R1648C and G1749E (Fig. 5b) . Recovery from slow inactivation following a 30-s depolarization proceeded in a similar biexponential time course for all channels, except that F1661S exhibited significantly larger time constants (Table 2) , suggesting impaired recovery from slow inactivation.
Comparison of R1648H and R1648C. Two distinct amino acid substitutions of the same SCN1A residue (R1648) have been associated with either a mild (GEFSϩ: R1648H) or severe (SMEI: R1648C) epilepsy syndrome even though the two alleles share a similar biophysical disturbance (persistent sodium current). This observation prompted us to directly compare the ) and normalized to cell capacitance (WT, n ϭ 17; R1648C, n ϭ 7; F1661S, n ϭ 8; G1749E, n ϭ 8). F1661S current density is significantly smaller than WT between Ϫ30 and ϩ50 mV (P Ͻ 0.05). G1749E current density is significantly smaller than WT between Ϫ20 and ϩ30 mV (P Ͻ 0.05). (b) Voltage dependence of activation. The voltage dependence of channel activation was estimated by measuring peak sodium current during a variable test potential from a holding potential of Ϫ120 mV. The current at each membrane potential was divided by the electrochemical driving force for sodium ions and normalized to the maximum sodium conductance. (c) Voltage dependence of inactivation. The two-pulse protocol illustrated by Inset was used to examine channel availability after conditioning at various potentials. Currents were normalized to the peak current amplitude. (d) Recovery from fast inactivation. Channels were inactivated by a 100-ms pulse then stepped to Ϫ120 mV for various durations. Currents were normalized to the peak current amplitude measured during the inactivation pulse and fitted to a two-exponential function, degree of persistent sodium current exhibited by these two mutations. In a blinded, side-by-side comparison, the proportion of persistent TTX-sensitive current measured at the end of a 200-ms depolarization to Ϫ10 mV was 0.2 Ϯ 0.05% for WT-SCN1A (n ϭ 4), 1.8 Ϯ 0.3% for R1648H (n ϭ 6), and 3.6 Ϯ 0.3% for R1648C (n ϭ 5; P Ͻ 0.005 for the difference between R1648H and R1648C). Finally, we tested whether lowering the internal pH might impart a positive charge to histidine (pK a Ϸ6.1) through titration of the imidazole side chain. Intracellular acidification may occur during prolonged seizures (21) (22) (23) . Previous solvent accessibility studies performed with the human skeletal muscle sodium channel demonstrated that the fifth positive charge in the D4͞S4 segment (designated as R5) corresponding to SCN1A-1648 is accessible to aqueous reagents applied to the cytoplasmic face of the membrane over a wide range of voltages (24) . Lowering intracellular pH (pH i ) to 6.2 exerted a significant effect on the proportion of persistent TTX-sensitive sodium current exhibited by R1648C (2.1 Ϯ 0.3%, n ϭ 6; P Ͻ 0.01 compared with pH i 7.3), but there were no significant effects on WT-SCN1A (0.57 Ϯ 0.16, n ϭ 4) or R1648H channels (1.1 Ϯ 0.2%, n ϭ 6; P ϭ 0.1 compared with pH i 7.3). There were no significant effects on the degree of persistent current observed with external acidification.
Discussion
Mutations in genes encoding neuronal voltage-gated sodium channel subunits are responsible for a group of epilepsy syndromes with overlapping clinical characteristics but divergent clinical severity. Defining the molecular and physiological mechanisms underlying these disorders has advanced our understanding of epileptogenesis, improved our diagnostic framework, and may eventually facilitate development of new therapeutic strategies.
GEFSϩ is usually a benign disorder associated with missense SCN1A or SCN1B mutations. Further evidence of genetic heterogeneity in GEFSϩ has been demonstrated by discovery of mutations in genes encoding another sodium channel ␣ subunit (SCN2A) (1, 4) and a ␥-aminobutyric acid receptor subunit (GABRG2) (25, 26) . SCN2A defects also occur in another mild epilepsy syndrome, benign familial neonatal-infantile seizures (BFNIS) (6) . Neither GEFSϩ nor BFNIS are associated with developmental delays or mental retardation. By contrast, SMEI and the related syndrome of intractable childhood epilepsy with generalized tonic-clonic (ICEGTC) seizures (5) represent the opposite extreme in clinical severity. ICEGTC seizures is a related severe neurological disorder differing from SMEI by the absence of myoclonic seizures and lower incidence of severe mental dysfunction. Some authors have referred to this syndrome as borderline SMEI (17, 27) . The overlapping phenotypes and molecular genetic etiologies among the SCN1A-linked epilepsies lend support for the hypothesis that they represent a continuum of clinical disorders (28) .
To correlate clinical phenotypes with the underlying sodium channel disorder, we and others have characterized the biophysical properties of various mutant voltage-gated sodium channels associated with epilepsy (18) (19) (20) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) . Early findings have suggested that in some cases of GEFSϩ, SCN1A mutations promote a gain of function, whereas mutations associated with SMEI disable channel function. However, a simple relationship between GEFSϩ and SMEI mutation effects may not hold for all alleles as demonstrated by the recognition that some SCN1A GEFSϩ mutations are nonfunctional or exhibit loss-of-function characteristics (18, 30) . These findings emphasize the continued need for functional analyses of mutant sodium channels to explore the complete spectrum of genotype-phenotype correlations.
In this study, we have demonstrated that certain SCN1A mutations associated with SMEI exhibit biophysical characteristics classifiable as gain-of-function defects. This finding was unexpected given the predominance of predicted loss-offunction mutations in SMEI. Mutations R1648C and F1661S impair inactivation, leading to increased sodium conductance over time similar to GEFSϩ mutations R1648H, T875M, and Onset of slow inactivation. Cells were depolarized to Ϫ10 mV for durations ranging from 1 ms to 100 s, allowed to recover from fast inactivation at Ϫ120 mV for 50 ms, and subjected to a Ϫ10-mV test pulse. (b) Steady-state slow inactivation after a 30-s depolarization to potentials between Ϫ140 and Ϫ10 mV. (c) Recovery from slow inactivation. Cells were conditioned at Ϫ10 mV for 30 s, allowed to recover from inactivation at Ϫ120 mV for 0.1-100 s, and immediately tested at Ϫ10 mV. Because the intermediate recovery period always exceeded 100 ms, effects of fast inactivation were negligible. All data were fitted to a two-exponential (see Fig. 3 legend) or a Boltzmann function
, where V denotes the stepping potential, V 1/2 denotes the stepping potential where half-maximal slow inactivation is achieved, and k is the slope factor of the fitting curve. Fit parameters for all experiments are provided in Table 2 . Values presented are mean Ϯ SEM. Values statistically significantly different from WT are marked as follows: * , P Ͻ 0.05; †, P Ͻ 0.005.
W1204R (20) . We speculate that noninactivating sodium current in neurons will promote hyperexcitability in the nervous system either by lowering the activation threshold in excitatory neurons or by rendering inhibitory neurons inexcitable through sustained membrane depolarization. Which cellular mechanism predominates in the brain is unknown, but these biophysical observations motivate further experiments in animal models to determine the precise impact of sodium channel mutations. Whereas gain-of-function is a prominent feature displayed by R1648C and F1661S, additional functional defects favor reduced channel availability. Specifically, reduced current density (G1749E and F1661S), depolarizing shifts in voltage dependence of activation (R1648C), and hyperpolarizing shifts in voltage dependence of steady-state inactivation (R1648C) were observed. Indeed, reduced current density is the only prominent defect exhibited by G1749E, which otherwise has near-normal biophysical properties. These findings suggest that some SCN1A mutants cause SMEI by a mixture of gain-and loss-of-function features. Biophysical defects that reduce channel availability may explain why some mutants exhibiting persistent current cause SMEI rather than GEFSϩ.
In this study we demonstrate that different amino acid substitutions of the same residue may give rise to similar biophysical defects yet be associated with clinical phenotypes of widely divergent severity. Mutation R1648H causes GEFSϩ, whereas R1648C is associated with SMEI. Why do mutations affecting the same SCN1A residue (Arg-1648) cause such disparity in the associated clinical phenotype? Direct comparisons of these two mutations revealed that R1648C exhibits larger persistent sodium current. Furthermore, differences in other biophysical properties also exist between R1648H and R1648C that may account for distinct clinical outcomes. Specifically, R1648C causes a more pronounced defect in fast inactivation (Fig. 2) than R1648H (20) . The less severe inactivation defect observed for R1648H channels may suffice to explain its association with the more benign GEFSϩ. We did not observe a significant effect of lowering pH i on the behavior of R1648H, but the magnitude of persistent sodium current for R1648C was reduced with internal acidification. The sulfhydryl side chain of cysteine has a pK a of 8.3 and is not expected to be deprotonated to any significant extent in free solution, but it is conceivable that a small proportion of cysteine exists as a thiolate anion within the S4 helix. If this possibility were true, then lowering pH i could convert a greater proportion of Cys-1648 residues to neutral sulfhydryl residues that may affect channel inactivation less than the anionic form. It is also plausible that another titratable group in SCN1A is exposed in the R1648C because of allosteric changes in conformation of the protein.
The disparity in clinical severity between GEFSϩ and SMEI probably requires explanations other than just differences in channel behavior. We would like to speculate that the severe neurological consequences of SMEI are caused by a combination of sodium channel dysfunction (either gain or loss of function) with predisposing genetic or developmental factors that lead to a great chance of neuronal injury. In this model, the sodium channel defect creates the initial seizure predisposition, but concomitant excitotoxicity is the direct cause for other neurological features of the disorder. Could certain individuals in the population be especially vulnerable to seizure-induced neuronal injury? The observation that mouse strains differ in susceptibility to hippocampal damage caused by excitotoxic agonists of the ionotropic glutamate receptor supports this idea (34) . Perhaps carriers of SCN1A mutations with the greatest susceptibility to neuronal injury present with SMEI or intractable childhood epilepsy with generalized tonic-clonic seizures, whereas less susceptible carriers exhibit a more benign form of epilepsy (i.e., GEFSϩ) regardless of the specific biophysical properties of the mutant sodium channel. Additional experiments using tractable models of neuronal injury are warranted to investigate this hypothesis.
In conclusion, SCN1A sodium channel mutations associated with SMEI exhibit a broad range of abnormalities including lossand gain-of-function phenotypes. A complex relationship exists between the biophysical properties of the mutant channel and seizure susceptibility, suggesting that other factors, including genetic and metabolic modifiers, impact on the ultimate clinical expression of the molecular defect. Further analysis of SCN1A mutations is warranted to more firmly establish genotypephenotype relationships in these inherited epilepsies.
